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The 'Key
Moves'
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1. The Green Necklace

5. Avenues to Headland

2. A Civic Heart

6. Harbour to Harbour

3. Access to Water

7. Fine Grain Spaces

4. A Connected City

8. A City Centre for Living

An Introduction
to the 'Key Moves'
The Key Moves for the city centre are the
eight key transformational strategies that,
when combined, provide a road map for
ongoing design and development and place
making of the city centre.
Each key move describes the intention of
the move (i.e. the outcomes that are sought),
supported by a series of related initiatives,
including public realm improvements, potential
catalyst projects and opportunities for
development that are aimed to fulfill the vision
and aspirations for the city.
The Key Moves are brought together in a
‘Tauranga City Plan’ which illustrates the 2046
vision for the city, and breaks opportunities
down into public realm projects and potential
privately-led catalyst projects. A framework
for implementation and prioritisation is
provided, aimed at assisting to deliver
integrated development over time, while
allowing flexibility to respond to investment as
and when it occurs.
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Key Move

1

The Green Necklace
A continuous 7km walking and cycling circuit creating a distinctive, legible
and accessible water’s edge experience, with shorter routes also available.
Linking together key places and spaces and reconnecting Tauranga's city
centre to its waterfront heritage and landscape context. A destination and
attraction.

Design Objectives
}} Five distinctive sections of the Walkway –
‘Takitimu Walkway’ (west); ‘Headland Open
Spaces’ (north); ‘Water's Edge Promenade’
(northeast); Memorial Park coastal walkway
(southeast); and east-west connections
(Elizabeth Street and the Avenues); which can
work together to form a continuous outer loop.
}} Link together existing public open space
destinations – the Tauranga Domain, Elms,
Redoubt, Otamataha Pa, the city centre waterfront,
Memorial Park and Graham Park.
}} Connect proposed destinations and anchor
projects.
}} Enhance the recreational experience of the
city centre by providing new opportunities for
exercise, amenity and exploration for residents,
workers and visitors of all ages and abilities.
}} Enhance safety by applying Crime Prevention
Through Environmental Design (CPTED)
principles and by generating activity along
walking and cycling routes and open spaces.
}} Complement the walkway’s identity with
site specific opportunities for education and
engagement through interpretive information and
creative design interventions.
}} Develop an integrated place and activation
strategy for the circuit which combines art,
design and interpretation, e.g. local story telling
and way-finding elements along the entire loop.
}} Provide enhanced connections to other walking
and cycling connections into the city centre’s
Harbour Bridge (to Mount Maunganui), the
Waikareao Estuary Walkway, the Matapihi Rail
Bridge and potential Memorial Park coastal
walkway.
}} Use native planting and vegetation as a catalyst
to regenerate and repair the coastal ecology and
biodiversity, e.g. along Takitimu Walkway.
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before

A continuous 7km walking
and cycling circuit creating
a distinctive, legible and
accessible water's edge
experience
– a destination and attraction.
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Key Move

1

Supporting Initiatives
1. Marsh Street
}} Transform Marsh Street into east-west
connector between the Takitimu Walkway and
the Waterfront Promenade.
}} Enhance connections with Otamataha Pa from
Marsh Street, the Redoubt and Dive Crescent,
while increasing opportunity to recognise and
enhance the heritage value of the historic Pa
site and the city centre headland.

7. Elizabeth Street
}} Improve pedestrian and cycling amenity on
Elizabeth Street so it functions as a legible
connector between the western and eastern
water's edges.
8. Memorial Park Coastal Walkway

}} Retain and regenerate this water’s edge
character area and working waterfront with deep
water access.

}} Provide a continuous walkway (including all tide
boardwalk) between the Matapihi Bridge and
Memorial Park, including boardwalk viewing
platforms, boat access, visitor and heritage
information, and links with the adjoining
Avenues.

}} Ensure continuous water's edge access between
the Central Waterfront and the Otamataha Pa
site.

}} Enhance connections between the coastal
walkway and adjoining pocket parks, through
the provision of pathways and stairways.

3. Redoubt Parklands

9. Memorial Park

}} Upgrade the existing park into an open space
destination which celebrates its history and
engages with coastal/waterfront views.

}} Continue to enhance existing community
facilities and amenities within the parkland,
providing a local destination for residents and
visitors.

4. Tauranga Domain and Western Edge Open
Spaces

}} Enhance pedestrian and cycling connections to
and within Memorial Park, including along the
harbour edge and with the adjoining Avenues.

2. Dive Crescent heritage/cultural Waterfront
Precinct

}} Enhance pedestrian and cycling connections
along the western edge of the city centre.
5. Takitimu Walkway
}} Use native planting and vegetation as a catalyst
to regenerate and repair the coastal ecology and
biodiversity along Takitimu Walkway.
}} Provide spaces to pause, sit and observe along
the walkway.
}} Enhance pedestrian and cycling connections
between the walkway and Elizabeth Street,
Tauranga Domain and Marsh Street to provide
connectivity and continuity of the walkway.
}} Enhance the Tauranga Domain to become a
‘city park’, including safe, attractive pedestrian
and cycling facilities, and views over the
Waikareao Estuary.
}} Enhance existing open spaces on both sides of
the highway by improving safety and restoring
ecological and amenity values.
6. Access to Water
}} Provide continuous access along the city centre
waterfront via the proposed water's edge
promenade.
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}} Make a new connection between the Redoubt
Parklands and Dive Crescent via a pedestrian
bridge over the railway line and Dive Crescent.

}} Provide a new pedestrian connection between
Elizabeth Street and the water's edge
promenade.
}} Create new destinations along the waterfront.

10. Avenues
}} Enhance walking and cycling opportunities
along the avenues, increasing potential for
connections between the eastern and western
harbour edges, parks and open space, and
Tauranga Primary School.
}} Continue to enhance and build upon the
amenity, identity and ecology values of the
Avenues through appropriate and consistent
street tree planting, while maintaining and
enhancing views to the surrounding harbour.
11. Graham Park
}} Enhance walking and cycling connections
between Graham Park, Takitimu Walkway and
the wider Waikareao Estuary Walkway.
}} Provide for increased community and sporting
facilities.
12. All Areas
}} Implement Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED) measures where
necessary to enhance safety and increase
usage of the overall walking and cycle network.
}} Develop a strategy for way-finding, art, design
and interpretation, including local story telling,
areas of cultural significance, historic naming
of places and streets, and heritage information
throughout the city centre’s walkways.
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Key Move

2

Heart of the City
A dynamic, vibrant urban heart of the city with a cluster of community,
cultural, commercial and civic activities that provides a catalyst for change,
a focal point and new memorable experiences. Enable synergies and
connections between the waterfront, the Civic Campus, Tauranga Domain,
education and retail amenities to create a compact, coherent and walkable
centre.

Design Objectives
}} Define and activate a new geographical centre
for the city centre, supported by complementary
city ‘precincts’.
}} Use the Civic and Cultural Campus project as a
catalyst to create a recognisable community and
cultural hub.
}} Transform Hamilton Street into an east-west
green link between the Tauranga Domain (west)
and the city centre Waterfront (east).
}} Create a walkable civic precinct through the
creation of pedestrian friendly and shared space
streets.
}} Reinforce synergies between these elements
and other future projects e.g. hotels, civic
functions and commercial development.
}} Aggregate community and cultural facilities
into a Civic Campus to create a focal point and
destination which supports retail, food and
beverage and night time economies.
}} Include flexible streets and open spaces which
enable the Civic Campus to be a venue for
performances, events and celebrations.
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before

Tauranga is on a journey
to become a talented and
innovative city full of opportunity,
a city with heart and soul, and a
city of great spaces, places and
environments.

MASONIC PARK - FUTURE VISION

after
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Key Move

2

Supporting Initiatives
1. Access to Water
}} Connect the Civic Campus through Masonic
Park as the primary open space connection
between the city and water.
}} Establish the waterfront shared space streets
(Wharf, Hamilton and Harington) as physical
and visual connections between the city and
the water's edge.
}} Re-establish the Wharf Street Town Wharf as
a city landmark, waterfront focal point and
destination.
2. Tauranga Domain Sports Precinct
}} Create a multi-functional sports, culture and
event destination in the Domain.
}} Enhance pedestrian amenity and safety
between the Domain and city centre across
Cameron Road.
}} Develop a sport plaza in the Domain that
supports arrival and access to the sports
precinct.
3. Retail and Commercial Precinct
}} Reinforce the existing provision of retail and
commercial activity within the centre of the city
}} Enable this through the ongoing enhancement
of a cohesive public realm identity for
Devonport, Grey and Durham Streets.
4. Education Precinct
}} Support tertiary education facilities through
appropriate public realm upgrades that
emphasise pedestrian priority and connections
with surrounding precinct areas.
}} Provide opportunities for innovation and
research industries to co-locate with education
facilities, providing synergies for commercial
and knowledge growth in the city centre.
}} Transform Durham Street into a pedestrian
friendly, north-south green street with access to
public transport.
5. Masonic Park Connection
}} Redevelop Masonic Park as a truly urban, civic
space that accommodates a range of civic
functions and celebrations.
}} Support this with a programme of place
making and strategic activation that reinforces
Masonic Park as the city's premier civic space
destination.
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Heart of the City
X
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Key Move

3

Access to Water
Reconnect and amplify the city centre’s connection to the harbour through
the transformation of the waterfront into a premier recreational destination.
A waterfront parkland incorporating a mix of recreational, community
and commercial activities. Celebrate the water’s edge as a focal point for
recreational and commercial waterfront activities.

Design Objectives
}} Create a highly active, urban parkland as a
catalyst for regeneration and investment in the
city centre.
}} Iteratively redevelop the waterfront as a single
space extending from the water's edge to The
Strand and Dive Crescent to the Matapihi Rail
Bridge.
}} Develop a distinctive identity for the Waterfront
Precinct.
}} Improve access and the range of recreational
activities on the water’s edge.
}} Reinstate the Coronation Wharf as a landmark
and symbol of Tauranga’s land and sea
connections.
}} Bracket the city centre waterfront with green
spaces, i.e. Otamataha Pa to the north, and The
Strand extension and a park to the south.
}} Continue to enhance and develop open space
opportunities and connections with water
between Matapihi Rail Bridge and Memorial
Park.
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before

A waterfront parkland
incorporating a mix of
recreational, community and
commercial activities. Celebrate
the parklands and water’s edge
as a focal point for working
and recreational waterfront
activities.
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Key Move

3

Supporting Initiatives
1. Connections with the Wider Environment

8. Recreational Waterfront (south)

}} Connect the waterfront north and south via new
boardwalk connections.

}} Improve recreational access to the water
through the creation of a new park space
adjacent to the Matapihi Rail Bridge.

2. Dive Crescent Working Waterfront (north).
}} Retain existing character structures and
buildings.
}} Enhance access to the water’s edge through
the provision of a continuous water's edge
promenade.
}} Investigate the potential to optimise deep water
access and bring back fishing fleets.

}} Provide new connections to Devonport Road via
new lookout open spaces.
}} Connect to the proposed Memorial Park coastal
walkway.

3. Wharewaka

}} Investigate opportunity to light the Matapihi Rail
Bridge, to enhance the value it brings to the
inner harbour character.

}} Relocate the existing Wharewaka to create a
new water’s edge destination/activity.

9. Avenues Lookouts and Open Space

4. The Masonic Park Connection
}} Connect the Civic Campus to water via new
urban, civic space in Masonic Park.

}} Establish a series of pocket parks and lookout
points along the eastern ends of the northern
venues, providing safe and attractive amenities
for local residents and visitors.

}} Maintain a clear sight line between the Civic
Campus and the Harbour.

}} Where possible, provide access down to the
harbour edge and the proposed Memorial Park
coastal walkway.

}} Ensure a flexible space that supports
movement and occupation, and everyday event
modes.

10. Memorial Park Coastal Walkway

5. Access to Water
}} Continue to enhance the existing water's edge
promenade with opportunities to pause, sit and
enjoy access to the water.
}} Replace existing at grade parking at the north end
of the waterfront with a new flexible green event
space.
}} Provide a range of opportunities - ramps, stairs,
pontoons and piers - which enable interaction
between ‘green’ and ‘blue’ spaces.
}} Provide a wider range of recreational and retail/
commercial and programmed activities in the
park, including opportunities for clubs and
organised activities.
6. Coronation Wharf
}} Re-establish the Coronation Wharf extension of
Wharf Street as a focal point of the city centre
and a destination.

}} Provide a continuous boardwalk between
the Matapihi Rail Bridge and Memorial Park,
including viewing platforms, opportunities for
cycling, and links with the adjoining avenues.
11. Avenue Beaches and Open Space
}} Establish a series of pocket parks that assist to
enhance beach access along the eastern end of
the southern avenues. Provide opportunities for
swimming and picnicking facilities, along with
other water based activities such as improved
boat launching facilities.
12. Memorial Park
}} Continue to enhance existing community
activities within Memorial Park, including those
that improve connectivity, accessibility and
enjoyment of the adjoining Tauranga Harbour.
}} Continue connections to the south along the
inner harbour coast.
13. Takitimu Walkway

}} Reconsider Wharf Street as a pedestrian
priority space via shared a surface design
strategy.

}} Use native planting and vegetation as a catalyst
to regenerate and repair the coastal ecology and
biodiversity along Takitimu Walkway.

}} Encourage use of the wharf by commercial
operators and water taxis.

}} Provide spaces to pause, sit and observe along
the walkway.

}} Consider appropriate commercial activity on the
wharf.

}} Enhance connections with Graham Park,
Tauranga South, the Avenues and Waikareao
Estuary Walkway.

7. Fishing Wharf
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}} Upgrade and extend the existing boardwalk
around the Harbourside Restaurant.

}} Retain and enhance the existing fishing wharf as
a waterfront destination and retail.
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Key Move

4

A Connected City
Tauranga’s city centre is connected to its waterfront, landscape context
and region via a range of walking and cycling infrastructure, transportation
modes that enable and encourage sustainable transport choices and
enhance access to the city centre.

Design Objectives
}} Improve accessibility to the city centre for
walking and cycling.
}} Enable increased patronage and movements to
the city centre via ferry and bus.
}} Improve the amenity, quality and legibility of
public transport facilities and their integration
with the public realm and residential areas.
}} Through appropriate design and interventions,
respond to those areas that have the possibility
to generate synergies between movement and
adjoining activities, such as transport nodes and
civic amenities.
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before

A range of walking and
cycling infrastructure
and transportation modes
that enable and encourage
sustainable transport choices
and enhance access to the city
centre.
27
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Key Move

4

Supporting Initiatives
1. Harbour Bridge Path

9. Memorial Park Coastal Walkway

}} Enhance the walking and cycling link over the
existing harbour bridge to connect the city
centre with Mount Maunganui.

}} Provide a continuous boardwalk between
the Matapihi Rail Bridge and Memorial Park,
including viewing platforms, opportunities for
cycling, and links with the adjoining avenues.

2. Walkway Circuit
}} Provide connectivity between public transport
facilities and the proposed city centre circuit
Green Necklace
3. Rail/Train
}} Retain potential for a city station within the Dive
Crescent/waterfront area, to provide regional
access to the city centre by rail.
4. Access by Water
}} Provide access to the city centre via water from
Mount Maunganui.
}} Encourage cruise boats and water taxis to
utilise the Coronation Wharf.
5. A Waterfront Stop
}} Retain the potential for trains to stop at the
waterfront for events and celebrations in the
future.
6. Durham Street
}} Transform Durham Street into a pedestrian
focused, slow speed zone and a focal point of
the Education/Tertiary Precinct.
}} Integrate bus stops and shelters into the
streetscape to provide a high quality facility,
located midway between the Waterfront and
Sport/recreational precinct.
7. Coronation Wharf Ferry Facilities
}} Include ferry facilities as part of a redeveloped
Coronation Wharf at the end of Wharf Street.
8. Cameron Road
}} Improve the appeal and functionality of
Cameron Road as a multi-modal street
for walking, cycling and public transport,
connecting with the wider city.

10. Avenues
}} Enhance walking and cycling opportunities
along the avenues, increasing potential for
connections between the eastern and western
harbour edges, parks and open space, and
Tauranga Primary School.
}} Enhance opportunities, at regular intervals, for
increasing east-west pedestrian movement
across Devonport Road.
11. Waikareao Estuary Walkway
}} Enhance connections, including provision of
higher quality walking and cycling paths, with
Graham Park, Tauranga South, the Avenues and
Takitimu Walkway.
12. Edgecumbe Road
}} Improve walking and cycling facilities along
Edgecumbe Road, connecting with the wider
environment and providing an alternative to
Cameron Road for north-south pedestrian and
cyclist movement.
13. All Areas
}} Provide opportunities for new technologies,
such as charging points for electric vehicles and
SMART technologies, to reduce environmental
impacts and increase user-friendliness and
efficiency of the city centre’s movement
infrastructure.
}} Support cycling within the city through
provision of supporting facilities at key nodes
and destinations (e.g. the Civic Campus, the
waterfront and open space areas, public
transport nodes) including bike storage, lockers
and accessories such as bike pump facilities.

}} Provide for on-street cycling facilities for
commuters, separated from vehicles.
}} Enhance opportunities, at regular intervals,
for increasing east-west pedestrian and cycle
movement across Cameron Road.
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Key Move

5

Avenues to Headland
The city centre's north-south streets reveal the headland topography and
reinforce historical connections to the northern headland and its associated
green spaces and avenues.

Design Objectives
A ‘Green Spine’
}} Cameron Road is considered as a key
organising and connecting element within
the city centre for walking, cycling and public
transport.
}} Cameron Road is developed into a green, ridge
line avenue through the use of street trees,
vegetation and low impact design strategies.
}} Connects to Tauranga Domain and former
headland open spaces (Elms and Redoubt).
}} Provide stronger northern and southern
gateways into the city centre.
‘The North-South Streets’
}} Build on existing city centre design language
(planting, medians etc.) to provide a consistent
‘look and feel’ and reinforce legibility.
}} Durham, Willow, Grey, Edgecumbe and
Devonport = North-South ‘city centre’ street
typologies.
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before

The city centre's north-south
streets reinforce the historical
connection to the northern
headland and its associated
green spaces and avenues.
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Key Move

5

Supporting Initiatives

5. Transform Durham Street into a Green NorthSouth Street

1. A ‘Green’ Northern Gateway to the city centre

}} Create a high amenity, slow speed (30km/h)
street as a focal point for proposed tertiary
campus/activities.

}} Create a ‘green and native’ gateway experience
between Marsh and Brown Streets in reference
to the former headland vegetation.
2. Transform Willow Street into a Green Street.

}} Integrate public transport infrastructure through
good design.

}} Encourage more active uses at street level.

6. Grey Street

}} Re-consider transport interchange location
(shift to Durham Street).

}} Consolidate retail and commercial activities at
street level.

}} Provide clear, pedestrian priority connection
between proposed Civic Campus, Masonic Park
and Waterfront.

}} Consider fine grain interventions such as
laneways and pocket parks.

}} Enhance connections between the Heart
of the City, Brown and Cliff Roads, and the
cultural and heritage sites (including The Elms,
Otamataha Pa and the Redoubt Parklands).
3. The Strand
}} Redevelop The Strand as a key north-south
waterfront avenue and ‘destination’.
}} Decrease traffic volumes to enhance pedestrian
priority.
4. Transform Cameron Road into a Green Urban
Avenue.
}} Establish a 'native urban avenue' with indigenous
planting and low impact design.

}} Provide for sustainable stormwater interventions
such as rain gardens, which also add to the
amenity of the neighbourhood.
7. Devonport Road
}} Consolidate retail and commercial activities.
}} Consider fine grain interventions such as
laneways and pocket parks.
}} Connect to water and coastal edge, both
through the existing retail area, and open space
opportunities.
}} Provide for sustainable stormwater interventions
such as rain gardens, which also add to the
amenity of the neighbourhood.

}} Provide for bus lanes and enhanced walking and
cycling amenities.
}} Create a truly mixed use street to live, work and
play by encouraging appropriate development
and activities.
}} Extend a central median from Second Avenue
through to the Tauranga Domain and Brown
Street (with appropriate gaps to provide for
east-west movement).
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Key Move

6

Harbour to Harbour
The city’s east-west streets support access to water, reinforce its unique
ridge to harbour topography and provide sightlines to and
from the harbour.

Design Objectives
}} Reinforce the coherent street network of the city
centre by establishing a hierarchy of east-west
street connections, which respond to different
character zones.
}} Reveal historical urban form and topography
(Cameron Road ‘ridge’ and the water ‘harbour’)
via a co-ordinated approach to these streets.
}} Achieve a consistent look and feel for all city
centre streets.
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before

The city’s east west streets support
access to water, reinforce its unique
ridge to harbour topography and provide
sightlines to and from the harbour.

WHARF STREET TO NEW CORONATION WHARF

after
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Key Move

6

Supporting Initiatives
1. Headland Green Streets

Waterfront Precinct.

}} Reinforce views and physical connections
between the Domain and Redoubt.

}} Reveal and strengthen historical east-west
connections to the water.

}} Reveal natural and cultural history through
heritage and cultural opportunities.

}} Reconnect Wharf Street to a new ‘Coronation
Wharf’.

}} Protect existing character trees and features and
use consistent planting palettes similar to those
already in the area.

}} Integrate with opportunities to ‘Access Water’ at
the water’s edge.

}} Maintain site lines to harbour (east) and Domain
(west).

}} Celebrate history and character of the
Waterfront Precinct through design language,
public art and other elements.

2. Improve Connections between city centre, the
Heart of the City, and the Tauranga Domain

6 Water's Edge Connections

}} Improve legibility and connectivity between the
Tauranga Domain, the Heart of the City, and the
city centre.
3. Protect Views to Harbour
}} Retain and enhance view shafts to the water's
edge.
4. East-West city centre streets
}} Establish a consistent identity for the east-west
city streets, enhancing legibility and amenity,
along with improved pedestrian environments.
5. Waterfront Streets

}} Enhance views and connections to the water's
edge through lookouts and pocket park spaces.
7. Laneway Connections
}} Investigate east-west laneway/mall connections
between Durham Street and Devonport Road
to improve connection through existing large
blocks.
8. Green Avenues
}} Reinforce the Avenues (First - Third) as eastwest green avenues through street trees and
planting.
}} Enhance pedestrian and cycling amenity.

}} Reconfigure as ‘shared space’ streets between
Willow Street and The Strand to reinforce
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Key Move

7

A Network of
Fine Grain Spaces
Encourage the creation of a network of fine grain spaces - lanes, pocket
parks and plazas - to provide urbanity, richness and connectivity to the city
centre.

Design Objectives
}} Encourage a network of pocket parks, laneways
and other fine grain spaces that add interest
and moments of serendipity to the city for
residents and visitors of all ages and abilities.
}} Provide opportunities for events and ‘placemaking’ throughout the year.
}} Provide a canvas for a coordinated city art
strategy.
}} Provide opportunities for new, boutique business
enterprises to establish themselves.
}} Enhance connectivity through the city.
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WHARF STREET TO SPRING STREET LANEWAY VISION

The creation of a network
of fine grain spaces – lanes,
pocket parks and plazas – to
provide urbanity, richness and
connectivity.
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Key Move

7

Supporting Initiatives
1. Viewing Platforms
}} Provide viewing platforms adjacent to the
Takitimu walking and cycling route.
2. Aspen Reserve
}} Develop Aspen Reserve as a contemporary
park that provides outdoor amenities for nearby
residents and employees.

}} Continue to enhance the civic space by
providing opportunity for more outdoor dining
and de-cluttering movement space, and
developing a consistent palette of materials with
shared space streets.
7.

Lookout Points

3. Public and Private Courtyards

}} Provide parks, seating and art installations at
the eastern end of Elizabeth Street and First
and Second Avenues.

}} Provide opportunities for private landowners to
develop enclosed courtyards for dining.

8. Pocket Parks

}} Where possible link private and public
courtyards with through site links and laneways.
4. Shared Spaces
}} Develop the lower ends of Wharf and Hamilton
Streets, and Willow Street in between, as
shared spaces for pedestrians and with
greater prominence to dining and other outdoor
commercial activities.
}} Develop a consistent set of materials for these
shared spaces and other streets connecting
with the waterfront (e.g. Red Square/Spring
Street Civic Space).

}} Provide opportunities for pocket parks (soft
and hard spaces that provide opportunities for
sitting and relaxing), particularly in coordination
with adjoining cafe and dining activities.
}} Integrate contemporary art installations and
way finding signage as a part of a citywide
strategy.
}} Provide opportunities for small events, pop-up
boutique businesses and art installations.
}} Provide amenities for all ages and abilities,
including children, families, elderly and disabled
persons.

5. Laneways and Through-Site Links
}} Where existing laneways exist, provide for
new, vibrant linkages between existing streets,
opening up potential for new activities (cafes,
businesses) and exploring the city’s heritage
along these networks.
}} Work with landowners to identify new laneways
and through-site links as part of existing and
new developments.
6. Red Square / Spring Street Civic Space
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Key Move

8

A City Centre for Living
The city centre’s urban periphery supports Tauranga city centre’s growing
residential population by enhancing existing character and amenity, and a
walkable environment that is well connected to local amenities.

Design Objectives
}} Enhance accessibility and quality of public open
space, the city centre and local amenities, for all
ages and a variety of users.
}} Improve access to the Tauranga Harbour for
residents, and enable a more diverse range of
activities along the water's edge.
}} Improve walking and cycling connections.
}} Increase residential character and amenity by
enhancing streetscape character, including
hierarchy of street planning and the identification
of new open space opportunities.
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before

Improving access to the Tauranga
Harbour for residents, and enabling a
more diverse range of activities along the
water's edge.

after
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Key Move

8

Supporting Initiatives
1. Avenue Lookouts and Open Space

5. City Centre Living and Mixed Use

}} Establish a series of pocket parks and lookout
points along the eastern ends of the northern
Avenues, providing safe and attractive
amenities for local residents and visitors,
including visitor and heritage information.

}} Provide opportunities for higher density
living, particular along Cameron Road, Willow
Street, Cliff Road and Selwyn Street, providing
opportunities for:

}} Where possible, provide access down to the
harbour edge and the proposed Memorial Park
coastal walkway.
2. Avenue Beaches and Open Space
}} Establish a series of pocket parks that assist to
enhance beach access along the eastern end of
the southern avenues. Provide opportunities for
swimming and picnicking facilities, along with
other water based activities such as improved
boat launching facilities.
3. Connections to Green Space
}} Enhance connections with green space at
east and west end of the Avenues, through
appropriate pathways and stairs.
}} Enhance connections with the Rose Gardens
and Redoubt, enhancing amenity opportunities.
}} Develop open space and connectivity as part of
an extension to the 'Green Necklace' key move.
}} Enhance connections with Tauranga Primary
School, both for students and for local events,
e.g. markets and sports.
4. Cameron and Devonport Roads
}} Enhance cycling and walking opportunities, to
enhance connections with city centre.
}} Provide for a consistent and legible planting
palette that adds to local amenity and legibility.
}} Enhance east west pedestrian crossing points,
enabling better access to surrounding open
space and beaches.

High amenity living with good views and
connections to the harbour and open space
Connections with public transport (along
Cameron Road), and walking and cycle links to
the city centre and surrounding environment
A variety of residential living options within
close vicinity to the city centre
6. Memorial Park Coastal Walkway
}} Provide a continuous walkway (including all tide
boardwalk) between the Matapihi Bridge and
Memorial park, including boardwalk viewing
platforms, visitor and heritage information, and
links with the adjoining Avenues.
}} Enhance connections between the coastal
walkway and adjoining pocket parks, through
the provision of pathways and stairways.
7. Tree-lined Avenues
}} Establish a hierarchy of walking and cycling
streets; and identify key Avenues for walking
connections with harbour.
}} Enhance tree-lined streets, maintaining wide
berms for users of all ages and abilities.
}} Provide consistency and legibility within the
Avenues through appropriate planting and
landscaping.
}} Reduce opportunities for all day car parking
by non-residents where this is impacting on
residential and street amenity.
8. Memorial Park
}} Enhance destination facilities, including open
space and opportunities for future community
and city events.
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Implementation
and Priorities
The Tauranga City Centre Spatial Framework
identifies proposed actions to assist with achieving
the outcomes of the plan. The actions are intended
to be progressed through a range of stakeholders
and processes as outlined below. These actions
can move from being aspirational to being funded
and delivered, where funding has not already
been allocated. This will involve partnership with
key stakeholders, including the community, local
community organisations and businesses and key
landowners within the city centre. Tauranga City
Council considers it important to continue to work
in collaboration with community partners in all
significant Council-led projects.

Role of Tauranga City Council
Tauranga City Council will play a key role in realising
the future vision for the city centre, as depicted in
this framework. This role may take many forms from
direct investment in public works to advocating for
positive changes (such as with the New Zealand
Transport Agency, local businesses and investors.)
The Council will also liaise with the community and
key landowners to advocate for public and private
initiatives that assist to achieve the outcomes and
actions identified.

Funding implications
The Long Term Plan (LTP) is the Council’s main
budgetary tool for the current 10-year period. Some
of the actions are already budgeted for in the LTP.
Actions that need new funding will require advocacy
to become new LTP initiatives. It is important to
note that the availability of funding from the Council
for proposed projects is not guaranteed. Funding
and prioritisation will be determined as part of
the LTP and Annual Plan process. This plan can
be used as a tool to assist in decision making
on funding priorities. The LTP is under review for
the 2015 - 2025 period and is subject to potential
reprioritisation. Because of this, the funding
opportunities for a number of the actions identified
in this plan will need to be carefully considered.

Actions and timeframes
Some actions within this framework are already
underway. As illustrated within the staging plans
(following pages), priorities for the next five years
(2016 - 2020) include:
1.

Access to Water Phase 1

2. Upgrade Wharf Street as a Shared Space
3. Durham Street Upgrade (with University of
Waikato Campus)
4. Dive Crescent Promenade
5. Coronation Wharf
6. Masonic Park
7.

Priorities for the following five years (2021 - 2025)
include:
1.

Civic Campus

2. Remove Waterfront Parking
3. Willow Street Upgrade
4. Harington Street Upgrade
5. Redoubt Upgrade
6. Elizabeth Street Water Access
7.

Waterfront Shared Space Streets

8. New Promenade
9. Takitimu Walkway Upgrades (Phase 2)
Notably, some actions are tied to development
of private land, where there is an expectation by
the community on landowners to help realise the
outcomes. The timeframes identified by this plan are
indicative only and subject to agreements on funding.

Monitoring and review
The Tauranga City Centre Spatial Framework is
intended to be a living document responsive to
changes. Similarly, flexibility is needed because
some actions require further work such as
additional consultation, feasibility testing, detailed
design, and/or funding. The Council will undertake
reviews of the Spatial Framework periodically and
in line with LTP processes. Keeping the Spatial
Framework ‘live’ and up to date will help achieve
the outcomes desired by the stakeholders.

Takitimu Walkway Upgrades (Phase 1)
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Tauranga
2046

16

26

Tauranga City 30 Year Plan

4

The plan summarises the outcomes of the key moves
spatially, providing a road map for key interventions during
the next 30 years. Staging of key interventions is illustrated
on the following pages.
1.

10
15

Access to Water - Tidal Stairs and Pier

12

2. Upgrades to Wharf Street as a Shared Space

9

3. Durham Street Upgrades (with University of Waikato
Campus)

6

4. Dive Crescent Promenade - Open Space Upgrades

8

5. Coronation Wharf Development
6. Masonic Park Renewal
7.

1

7

Takitimu Walkway Upgrades

2

10

5

8. Civic Campus Development and Associated Amenities

13

9. Removal of Waterfront Parking - Creation of Events
Space
10. City Street Upgrades

10
3

11. Elizabeth Street Water Access and Waterfront Park

14

12. Waterfront Shared Space Streets

11

13. Cameron Road Upgrade
14. Elizabeth Street Upgrades
15. Dive Crescent Upgrades

17

16. Marsh Street Upgrades
17. Upgrade Avenues
18. Memorial Park Coastal Walkway
19. Avenue Beaches and Open Space
20. Memorial Park Upgrades
21. Avenue Amenity Upgrades (9th, 10th, 11th)

25

24

22. Graham Park and Walkway Improvements

18

23. Cameron, Edgecumbe and Devonport Road Cycleway
Improvements

23

24. Avenues and Streets Amenity Improvements

19

25. Extend Walkway to Graham Park
26. Cliff Road Open Space Upgrade and Potential Museum
Location
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1
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DIVE CRESCENT PROMENADE
TAKITIMU WALKWAY UPGRADES (PHASE 1)
MASONIC PARK
ACCESS TO WATER PHASE 1
CORONATION WHARF
UPGRADE WHARF STREET AS A SHARED SPACE
DURHAM STREET UPGRADE (WITH TAURANGA TERTIARY CAMPUS)
MEMORIAL PARK COASTAL WALKWAY
AVENUE BEACH UPGRADE (PHASE 1)
CAMERON ROAD CYCLE LANES

IMAGE TO BE UPDATED

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

REDOUBT UPGRADE
WILLOW STREET UPGRADE
WATERFRONT SHARED SPACE STREETS
TAKITIMU WALKWAY UPGRADES (PHASE 2)
UPGRADE NORTHERN WATERFRONT AREA
CIVIC CAMPUS
HARINGTON STREET UPGRADE
POTENTIAL WALKWAY
ELIZABETH STREET WATER ACCESS
AVENUE BEACH UPGRADE (PHASE 2)
CITY CYCLE LANES - EDGECUMBE AND DEVONPORT ROADS
10TH AVENUE UPGRADE
GRAHAM PARK UPGRADE
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2030-2046

2025-2030
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MARSH STREET UPGRADE
REDOUBT UPGRADE
DIVE CRESCENT UPGRADE
WATERFRONT SHARED SPACE
WHARF STREET
SPRING STREET UPGRADE
CAMERON ROAD UPGRADE
ELIZABETH UPGRADE
AVENUE UPGRADES (ONGOING)

IMAGE TO BE UPDATED

1.

UPGRADE AVENUES + RESIDENTIAL STREETS (ONGOING)
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Street Hierarchy & Typologies

28.7m

22.0m

1. Cameron Road
Green Spine

2. The Strand
Waterfront Avenue

Cameron Road is transformed into a multi-modal,
mixed-use corridor with a more appropriate balance
between pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles. The
street is planted and greened with low impact
design strategies to establish a continuous densely
green corridor through the city centre to the Domain
and Headland open spaces. Improved pedestrian
amenity and connectivity to the city centre
establishes Cameron Road as a place to live, work
and shop.

The Strand is transformed into a shared surface
pedestrian priority street able to be closed
to through traffic for waterfront events and
celebrations. Conventional kerbs and channels are
replaced and additional planting and low impact
design strategies provide a green interface with the
adjacent waterfront park space.
10km/ph

50km/ph

20.0m
17.6m

This section provides a summary of the various
street typologies proposed throughout the key
design moves. A catalogue of street furniture,
paving and planting types is provided in
Appendix B - 'Streetscape Kit of Parts'.
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6. Durham Street
North South Green Streets

7. Willow Street
North South Civic Street

The north-south city centre streets - Devonport
Road, Grey, Willow and Durham Streets - are
enhanced to provide legibility and cohesion based
on existing materials palettes. Shared surface streets
support high levels of pedestrian amenity associated
with retail and educational activities.

Willow Street is re-configured as a north-south civic
street and an address for the city's key cultural/
community destinations. A shared space zone
connects the Civic Campus with Masonic Park to
reinforce the cultural heart of the city centre.
30km/ph

30km/ph
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29.2m

29.6m
17.0m

3. Marsh Street A Green Link
Marsh Street is reconfigured as a green link
within the ‘Green Necklace’ supporting walking
and cycling connections across the northern
edge of the city centre between Otamataha Pa
and the Takitimu Walkway. The street provides a
more appropriate buffer between the expressway
network and the existing headland character
precinct.

4. Headland Streets
Park Connections

5. The Avenues
Green Avenues

The existing character headland streets are
retained as green links between the Tauranga
Domain and Redoubt. The existing street character
is maintained and enhanced with improved
amenity for pedestrians.
50km/ph

The east-west avenues are greened and
reconfigured to provide improved amenity and
accessibility for pedestrians and cyclists. This
reinforces links between the Takitimu Walkway
(west) and waterfront walkway (east). Integrated
low impact design systems creates the opportunity
to treat stormwater before it is discharged into the
harbour.

50km/ph

50km/ph

20.0m

17.0m

7.0m

8. East-West City Streets
Water Connections

9. Waterfront Precinct
Shared Spaces

Existing east-west city centre streets (Spring,
Wharf, Harington and Hamilton) are enhanced to
frame views to the harbour and provide enhanced
pedestrian amenity.

Existing waterfront streets between Willow Street
and The Strand (Spring, Wharf, Harington and
Hamilton) are transformed into shared spaces
which support pedestrian amenity, occupation and
street activity. Enable the waterfront to establish
a character and range of activities distinctive from
the retail/commercial city centre.

50km/ph

10km/ph
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10. A Laneway Network
A new network of lanes, courtyards and pocket
parks provides the city centre with enhanced
legibility and connectivity. East-west connections
break up large north-south orientated blocks and
reinforce connections to the water's edge. These
spaces establish and support fine grain activities
and vibrancy supported by a creative place and
activation strategy.
0-10km/ph
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HEART OF
THE CITY

THE MANY ILLUSTRATIONS IN THE FRAMEWORK ARE NOT INTENDED TO BE ABSOLUTE SOLUTIONS BUT RATHER INDICATIONS OF
THE POSSIBLE. ALL PROPOSED ACTIONS WILL BE SUBJECT TO DETAILED INVESTIGATION AND COSTINGS.
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10.2.3 Attachment C to Report (DC 233) - Tangata Whenua Feedback
Schedule on Tauranga City Centre Spatial Framework
To be distributed separately.
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Heart of the City - Cultural Facilities Strategies (DC 236)

City Transformation Committee
5 September 2017
Objective ID No:

A8015783

Executive summary
Recommendation

Summary of issue

That the City Transformation Committee:
(a)

Endorse the direction and service requirements outlined in the
Summary of Museum Interpretative Masterplan for further
consideration in the Detailed Business Case process,

(b)

Endorse the direction and service requirements outlined in the
Summary of Central Library Strategy for further consideration in
the Detailed Business Case process,

(c)

Endorse the principles outlined in the report to guide the museum
commercial model,

(d)

Endorse the criteria to be used as part of the multi-criteria
analysis to compare the business case options

The Heart of the City team is progressing the Detailed Business Case for a
museum and the central library.
The first stage of the detailed business case is to provide strategic
direction and resulted in a Strategic Case (adopted by Council on 15
August 2017) and museum and libraries strategies.
The strategies set the direction and objectives for each facility as well as
the service requirements for the facilities to be successful. A commercial
model document is being progressed as part of the museum strategy.
Agreement on the principles to guide the commercial model is required
to advance this work.
Five options (including the ‘do minimum’ option) are now being
progressed. These options will need to reflect the strategies and meet the
appropriate service requirements. A key part of the Better Business Case
methodology is the use of a multi-criteria matrix to assess the options and
to identify a preferred option. It is proposed to use a range of criteria in
the multi-criteria matrix. Agreement on the selection of the criteria is
sought.

Broader benefit /
impact

The community has clearly expressed the benefits and outcomes a new
central library and museum would bring to the city. They are as follows:
•
•
•

the value in telling our story,
creating a sense of belonging,
connecting communities,

Heart of the City - Cultural Facilities Strategies
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•
•
Strategic context

growth and inspiration, and
bringing people into the city centre.

The objective of the Heart of the City Programme is to work in partnership
to create a vibrant, safe and successful city centre.
The investment objectives relevant to the Detailed Business Case are:
•
•
•

Next steps

More active, safe and vibrant central city
Improved value for money for the community
Improved local and regional economic development.

The strategies will be used to develop an architectural brief for Options 2
to 4 (i.e. stand alone and joint facilities). Work on Option 5 will start as
and when further information become available on the feasibility of a
stand alone museum on Cliff road.
The multi-criteria matrix will be populated and presented on November
7. This Committee will then be in a position to select a ‘preferred way
forward’ and recommend it to Council for inclusion in the draft Long Term
Plan 2018-28.

Discussion
1.

On 15 August 2017 meeting, Council adopted the Strategic Case for the Tauranga museum
and central library and workshopped draft strategies for each facility.

2.

This report presents the final draft strategies for Tauranga museum (Part A – Interpretative
Master plan)1 and central library. It seeks to firm up the services requirements for each facility,
further outline the options to be analysed in the Economic Case and Financial Case, and
outline the multi-criteria matrix to analyse each option.

3.

It also seeks endorsement of the principles to support the development of the museum’s
commercial model to enable the work to proceed to the next stage.

4.

The next stage of the business case process is the development of the economic and financial
cases.

WHAT ARE WE TRYING TO ACHIEVE? THE STRATEGIES
5.

The Cultural Facilities Detailed Business Case Terms of Reference were adopted by Council on
13 February 2017. This outlined that the first stage of this process was setting the strategic
direction for the business case.

6.

The development of a central library strategy and museum strategy are key elements of the
detailed business case. They outline what we are trying to achieve through these facilities and
what services, functions and amenities are required.

7.

These strategies are informed by past research and existing strategies, in-depth community,
stakeholders and tangata whenua engagement as well as technical expertise. The diagram
below outlines the inputs used to inform the strategy development process.

1

Tauranga Museum Strategy comprises two parts – Part A is the Interpretative Master Plan and Part B is the
commercial model report, with is a working document driven by the commercial model principles outlined in
this report.
Heart of the City - Cultural Facilities Strategies
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Tauranga Museum Strategy + Central Library

8.

The Museum Strategy was developed by Neil Anderson Consulting and is composed of two
parts – the Museum Interpretative Master Plan and the Museum Commercial Model, the
latter will remain a working document.

9.

The Museum Interpretative Master Plan describes the high level of public expectation for a
new museum. People expect a museum in Tauranga to provide:
•

an experience similar to that provided in Te Papa and Puke Ariki.

•

a considerable amount of change in exhibition, programme and public event.

•

strong content about the Bay of Plenty and temporary exhibitions from around the
world.

•

high-quality services and amenities and high-quality exhibitions, learning
programmes and public events.

10.

People also expect to be able to use the museum regularly as a social place.

11.

The Central Library Strategy was developed by Tauranga City Council staff and is based on
2015 library strategy information; community engagement outcomes; and benchmarking
against new central library facility development, occurring in New Zealand and internationally.
It sets out the requirements for fit-for-purpose, future proofed library services in the city
centre and responds to residents’ aspirations as well as international/national trends on the
future of libraries. It reflects the strategic direction sets by Council for the library network to
move towards a community hub model: as well as being a repository of books and
information, libraries of the 21st century are increasingly becoming a people place that
support learning, innovation, inspiration and connection.

12.

Both strategies identify the service requirements for each facility to be successful - that is for
the direction and objectives for the facility to be met. The service requirements are the
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building blocks of the options. Options that do not meet the service requirements will be
identified as “non-viable”.

13.

The summaries of the Library Strategy and the Museum Interpretative Masterplan are
provided in Attachment A and B.

PRINCIPLES TO GUIDE THE MUSEUM COMMERCIAL MODEL
14.

A commercial model is being developed as part of the Museum Strategy. This will outline
visitation scenarios, business plan principles, and operational funding considerations. This
report seeks the adoption of key principles to guide the museum commercial model. They
were discussed at a City Transformation workshop in May 2017.

15.

The direction, purpose and objectives of the Tauranga museum described in the Interpretative
Masterplan must be achieved on a prudent and achievable financial basis. The quality of
amenities, programmes and services the people of Tauranga expect, depends on the
museum’s ability to generate revenue towards its operational costs. The Tauranga public
expect value for money. The commercial model will set the parameters to achieve this
outcome. The proposed principles for the museum’s commercial model are based on evidence
of what has worked and what has not worked in benchmarked facilities in New Zealand and
overseas.

16.

The proposed principles to drive the museum’s commercial model are:
(a)

The museum offers a public service and as such its primary source of operational
funding will be public funding (i.e. territorial authorities and central government)

(b)

The museum will aim to generate operational revenues to minimise its impact on
rate payers

(c)

The level of operational revenues that the museum will be expected to generate
annually will be fixed for a multi-year period in support of financial stability (in the
order of 20 to 30% of total operational costs)

(d)

Any commercial activity will have to be in support of the museum’s direction and
mission in a case of “commerce supporting mission”

(e)

Operational revenues will be derived from amongst the following fifteen profit
centres as well as fund development (i.e. grants, donations, etc.). The profit centres
include:
i. food and beverage;
ii. museum retail and on-line sale;
iii. tourism information and services;
iv. ticketed exhibitions;
v. ticketed major public events;
vi. tourism products (available for wholesale and retail);
vii. overnight learning programmes;
viii. lifelong learning programmes;
ix. heritage research centre;
x. early childhood story centre;
xi. venue hire;
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xii. birthday parties;
xiii. private event centre (in a joint facility only);
xiv. school learning programmes (expected to run at a modest loss as primarily
serving a social function);
xv. social programmes (expected to run at a modest loss as primarily serving a
social function).
(f)

The governance and management of the museum will be supportive and enabling of
commercial activities and of funds development

(g)

Funds development, such as public sector grants, donations, corporate sponsorship
and endowment programmes, is also a significant source of operational funding in
support of the museum’s programmes and experiences.

(h)

The museum will adopt a four pronged strategy for admissions:
i. Policy of general free entry
ii. Design of high profile voluntary cash donation on site
iii. Design of high profile voluntary electronic donation on site
iv. Design of high quality and premium value tourism products 2 to ensure spend
(and impact) from the three key tourism markets: (1) FIT - Free
and independent travellers (2) 'Series' - package coach travellers (3) Cruise
ship passengers

17.

(i)

All commercial activities must be planned for and incorporated early in the facility
development; they must be supported by specific internal expertise at staff and
governance level.

(j)

The museum will have the ability to save and carry forward its operational revenue
in case of a surplus.

The principles and commercial model will help advance the development of the detailed
business case.

CRITERIA TO EVALUATE THE FIVE OPTIONS FOR MUSEUM AND LIBRARY
18.

At its August meeting, City Transformation Committee agreed as part of the Strategic Case for
the museum and library detailed business case to continue with the development and analysis
of the following five options:
•
•
•
•
•

19.

2

OPTION 1 - Base option Remediate existing library. This is a non-viable option – only use
as the benchmark option as closest to do nothing
OPTION 2 - Stand alone new library – Willow Street
OPTION 3 - Joint new library and museum – Willow Street
OPTION 4 – Stand alone new museum – Cliff Road
OPTION 5 - Precinct approach – on Cliff Road and Willow Street. This option will only be
progressed if technical work demonstrates that a full-scaled stand alone museum on
Cliff road cannot proceed and another option develops a response.

Each option includes the recognition of the cultural significance of Cliff Road.

Tours, cultural performances, touring packages, etc. See Te Papa and Auckland War Museum for examples
Heart of the City - Cultural Facilities Strategies
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20.

Options 2 to 4 will be explored by an architect under the direction of the working group.
Options must reflect the library and museum strategies as well as meet the appropriate
service requirements. Option 5 will be developed and assessed subsequently.

21.

Each option will be analysed as part of the Economic and Financial Cases. A multi-criteria
matrix will be developed and populated. A multi-criteria matrix is a tool to compare options
in support of complex decision-making.

22.

The criteria listed below were chosen to illustrate the success criteria agreed in the Strategic
Case. The criteria are not weighted or ranked but some criteria must be met for an option to
remain viable. Note that these criteria may be further refined as the analysis progresses.
CRITERIA

MUST BE MET

Contribute towards objectives sought
-

yes

Contribute to an active, safe & vibrant central city
Efficient and Effective Council Service Delivery
Local & regional economic development opportunities

Meet the strategic intent and services requirements
(see library and museum strategies)

yes

Contribute towards increase visitation
-

Visitors numbers
Tourism growth

Satisfaction
-

Meet community expectations for the facilities
Level of satisfaction of tangata whenua partners in the
museum

Project cost
-

CAPEX
Net Present Value
Anticipated external funding

Project economic and social contribution
-

Economic benefits
Social benefits

Operational cost
-

OPEX cost for Council
Commercial revenue as % of total OPEX (museum only)

Affordability
-

Impact of rates
Impacts of debt
Willingness to pay

Heart of the City - Cultural Facilities Strategies
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Achievability
-

Degree of consent difficulty
Time to resource consent being granted
Delivery timeframe

Commercial attractiveness
-

Support agreed procurement method for other projects in
Heart of the City
Maximise our ability to partner in both construction and
delivery in a financially prudent manner
Provide an opportunity to tangata whenua to partner for
mutual benefits

Location analysis
-

Recognise the cultural significance of Cliff Rd
City making objectives score
Accessibility
Cultural and spiritual analysis score

Risks analysis

23.

The criteria will be populated for each option and will provide the basis for a technical
recommendation for the preferred way forward in November 2017.

Options
Option 1: Endorse recommendations in the report
24.
•
•
•
•
•

Endorse recommendations in the report
Advantages
Responds to community engagement
outcomes.
Incorporates technical requirements for
each facility.
Guides development of an initial concept
design for each facility.
Consistent with previous decisions
Supports delivery of an LTP ready on time

Budget - Capex
Budget - Opex
Key risks
Recommended?

Disadvantages
None identified.

To be determined through the 2018-28 LTP.
To be determined through the 2018-28 LTP.
Perception that the adoption of the strategies implies that the
development of these facilities will occur, when potential investment will
be determined through the 2018-2028 LTP process.
Yes
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Option 2: Do not endorse recommendations in the report
25.

•

Direction will be required on determining the service requirements for a museum and the
central library.
Advantages
None identified.

•

•
•
Budget - Capex
Budget - Opex
Key risks

Disadvantages
The strategies have been developed
through a comprehensive community
engagement process and utilising technical
expertise to determine service
requirements.
Impact of the development of a new
approach on the timeframes and budget for
the Detailed Business Case process.
Will not meet LTP timeline.

To be determined through the 2018-28 LTP.
To be determined through the 2018-28 LTP.
Significant investment has gone into development of the work to date.
Any change to this process puts this objective at risk.
Community engagement outcomes have played a large role in the
development of the strategies, and expectations are that this
information is used to define a future museum and central library
experience.
Will not enable the delivery of the preferred way forward to be included
in the draft LTP

Recommended?

No

Significance and engagement
26.

Under the Significance and Engagement Policy 2014, this matter is of medium significance as
it follows on from a previous decision and does not commit Council at this point to any
additional expenditure or a final decision on the preferred option as part of the Detailed
Business Case for the Cultural Facilities.

Next steps
27.

The work to date will be used to develop the options and enable to proceed with the economic
and financial anaylsis of those options. The economic and financial cases are the next step
from the strategic case as part of the Better Business Case methodology.

28.

This Committee will then be in a position to select a ‘preferred way forward’ and recommend
it to Council for inclusion in the draft Long Term Plan 2018-28.
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Summary - Tauranga Museum Strategy: Part A Interpretative Master Plan
Objective: ID: A8115306

B

Summary - Tauranga Central Library Strategy
Objective: ID: A8106448
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10.3.1 Attachment A to Report (DC 236) - Summary - Tauranga Museum
Strategy - Part A Interpretive Master Plan 2017 (A8115306)
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Tauranga Museum Interpretive Master Plan 2017
Overview
This Master Plan is the result of extensive research spanning over a decade, with in-depth involvement of community,
stakeholders and tangata whenua. It is informed by professional understanding of museums nationally and internationally
and has been market tested independently to ensure the experience detailed in the document is attractive to Tauranga
residents.
The Plan speaks to the key aspirations of the community, and sets out what a successful stand-alone museum would look
like in Tauranga over the first five years.

Our direction for the first five years:
•
•
•

Become a popular and dynamic community hub for Tauranga
Boost Tauranga’s reputation for quality of life
Grow the Bay of Plenty visitor economy

Our purpose is to:
•
•

Provide a popular social and cultural heart for Tauranga
Enhance our people’s value of this unique region, and their understanding of each other

The core themes will be:
•

The history and modern life of the Bay of Plenty, the region’s unique and fertile environment, and the relationship
between nature and culture
Bringing the best of the rest of the world to the Bay of Plenty
The innovation that drives Tauranga and the region

•
•

Our Objectives
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Strong governance and management leading the achievement of key performance indicators
A tangata whenua treaty partnership with mutual benefits
Financial stability with growth in non-council sources of income
A destination with increasing domestic and international visitation
A social civic space that encourages local, repeat visitation
Key social policy challenges addressed through collaboration with Council, central government and community
organisations
7. A known reputation within the community and activities that support increasing public engagement
8. A learning programme that will increase participation and build knowledge with school age children from all
economic backgrounds
9. Benefits established within the Bay of Plenty industry network through marketing and ticketing opportunities
10. Increased public access to the collection, as well as developing the collection through the conservation, accessioning
and deaccessioning of objects
11. Adopt sustainable green building design principles to ensure environmental sustainability

Our Audiences
1.
2.
3.
4.

Local population leisure visitors
New Zealand domestic leisure visitors
International leisure visitors
Niche audiences with prior needs from the museum
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Key experiences, amenities and services
The experiences, amenities, and services outlined below identify and prioritise the functional requirements to meet the
direction, purpose and objectives for a museum in Tauranga. All details about these elements can be found in the full
Interpretive Master Plan document.
Essential requirements for a successful Tauranga Museum
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Significant plaza space outside for public events
An exemplary level of customer service and hospitality
Core foyer or ‘spine’ space that connects the museum’s attractions and amenities, and hosts major public and
private events
A contemporary marae which comprises a marae ātea (place of encounter) and wharenui (meeting house)
Café, self-catering space and kitchen facilities to enable visitors to stay longer
Retail space for the sale of arts, crafts and merchandise that celebrate Tauranga and contributes to revenue
Bathroom and parent room facilities
Programmable outdoor space that is secure and enables outdoor programming
A high-quality discovery centre for family focused hands-on experiences
Long term exhibitions of Bay of Plenty stories; interactive, immersive, and collection rich.
Changing galleries including international touring exhibitions
A wet workshop, technology centre and educational group learning space that caters for group activities
including crafts, design and hosting overnight stays
Staff and administration back of house office spaces
Heritage research centre to provide collection access and support for researchers1
Workshop area to prepare for exhibitions with wet and dry functions
Loading bay and crate storage
Temporary collection items holding area
Access for coaches, disabled parking, drop off zone
Visitor parking in the vicinity
Public transport access

Requirements that are dependent on available space
•
•

StoryPod – a story telling and play space for under five year olds
Private event space that can contribute to revenue

Requirements that could be incorporated to add value
•

i-SITE/visitor information

Architectural requirements
•
•
•
•

1

At a minimum meet the Te Aranga design principles
A facility that reflects Tauranga’s identity/tells Tauranga’s story
Major LED billboards (or other high impact solutions) that promote significant events and exhibitions, and an
opportunity to light the building façade/ability to project on the building façade
For more architectural briefing detail – see Part A of Tauranga Museum Strategy : Interpretive Master Plan

Can only be achieved through collaboration with other facilities and is not envisaged in a stand-alone museum
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Next Steps
The service requirements as defined in the Interpretive Master Plan will form the basis for development and assessment
against each business case option.
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10.3.2 Attachment B to Report (DC 236) - Summary - Tauranga Central
Library Strategy (A8106448)
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Tauranga Central Library Strategy 2017
Summary
The Central Library Strategy guides what is required to deliver a successful, fit-for-purpose and future proofed central
library in the city centre. The guidance for this comes from Tauranga City Council (TCC) strategic direction and aspirations,
community engagement outcomes and international/national trends on the future of libraries. This strategy reflects the
changing role of libraries and the expectation from our communities.

Our vision:
Tauranga Central Library is a popular destination that people love to visit. The place is constantly bustling with people and
activity contributing to a vibrant city centre. People are immersing themselves in the many opportunities available to
learn, innovate, inspire and connect with others.

Our purpose is to:
•
•
•

Be a recreation and cultural attraction that contributes to a vibrant city centre
Be a community hub for learning, innovation and connection
Share the stories of Tauranga: past, present and future

The core themes will be:
•
•
•

Digital technologies enabling the community
Physical spaces that are welcoming and accessible, and collections reflecting our diversity
Community programmes supporting learning, literacy and digital skills

Our Objectives
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attract new customers and grow the customer base
Increase the offer available to existing and new customers
Increase the regularity and length of visits through programmes, events and learning opportunities for all ages
Work in partnership with tangata whenua for the benefit of Tauranga Moana iwi
Build partnerships and collaboration
Preserve and interpret Tauranga history to create a sense of belonging and greater community connection
Provide a gathering place in the city where people can relax and connect socially
Provide technologies to enable customers to connect with information, help themselves to information, services
and participate online

Our Audiences
1. Active library visitors
2. New research and learning visitors
3. New recreational visitors
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Service Requirements
The service requirements outlined below identify and prioritise the functional requirements to meet the vision, mission
and objectives for Tauranga Central Library. All details about these service requirements can be found in the full Library
Strategy document.
Essential requirements for a Tauranga Central Library facility
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Entrance space that is inviting and welcoming to visitors
Public reception that will be staffed to respond to questions and provide support
Library and shared working space with seating, books and computers
Multi-purpose community space with flexible spaces for group learning and activities
Children’s and teen space that is fun and interactive, zoned for pre-school, primary school and teens
Quiet space for individual researchers and readers
Café that enables visitors to stay longer and also generates revenue
Book collection storage
Archive space
Heritage Research Centre (to service both library and museum collection)
Staff and functional space
Staff and administration
Book return management space
Bathroom and parent room facilities
Access: disabled parking, drop off zone, book return zone

Requirements that would be dependent on available space
•

Community tenable space (e.g. Citizens Advisory Bureau)

Requirements that could be incorporated to add value
•
•

Outdoor programming space in a segregated area
Visitor parking

Architectural requirements
•
•

At a minimum meet the Te Aranga design principles
Connection to the rest of the city/high visibility of the library

Next Steps
The service requirements will form the basis for development and assessment against the two options for a Tauranga
Central Library in the detailed business case.
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10.4

Operative Tauranga City Plan - Proposed and Potential Plan
Changes (DC 203)
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Operative Tauranga City Plan - Proposed and Potential Plan Changes
(DC 203)

City Transformation Committee
5 September 2017
Objective ID No:

A8085943

Executive summary
Recommendation

That the City Transformation Committee:
(a)

Receives the report DC 203.

(b)

Approves both Plan Change 12 (Transport Network) and Plan
Change 22 (Bureta scheduled site) not proceeding.

Summary of issue

Under the Resource Management Act Council must prepare a district plan
for its district. Council’s current district plan is the Operative Tauranga City
Plan (2013). The report provides an overview of current and future plan
changes and implications of recent changes to the RMA.

Broader benefit /
impact

The City Plan is one of a number of tools to implement strategic direction
and determine how the urban form of the city will develop over time.

Strategic context

The City Plan is a key statutory document that enables the Council to
deliver and support the agreed city vision and strategic direction.

Next steps

Council staff will progress the Plan Changes as outlined in Appendix 1.
Council staff will provide an update on Plan Change progress to City
Transformation every 3 months.
Staff will also report to Council in respect of the options to review the City
Plan within the 10 year statutory timeframe.

Discussion
Background
City Plan – Role and Function
1.

The City Plan is a statutory document that supports delivery of the agreed city vision and
strategic direction.

2.

The purpose of the City Plan is to assist the Council in carrying out their functions in order to
achieve the sustainable management purpose of the Resource Management Act.
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3.

These functions include:
•
•
•

•
•
4.

The effects of land use
Ensuring that there is sufficient development capacity of housing and business land to
meet the expected demands of the City
The control of land use for the purpose of:
o Avoiding or mitigating natural hazards
o The management of contaminated land
o The maintenance of indigenous biological diversity
The effects of noise
The effects activities on the surfaces of rivers and lakes

The City Plan must also give effect to national policy statements (e.g. National Policy Statement
on Urban Development Capacity) and regional policy statements, (e.g. the Settlement Pattern
in the Bay of Plenty Regional Policy Statement). In addition, the Plan must not be inconsistent
with regional plans and any applicable water conservation orders.

City Plan – Supporting and Delivering on City’s Vision and Strategic Direction
5.

The City Plan can also play an important role in terms of implementing Council’s own Vision and
Policies. The City Plan can focus in on those elements that have a resource management/growth
focus.

6.

Our Story, for example, seeks a compact city and well planned urban form. The City Plan
objectives and policies can set the way new urban growth areas are developed and how
intensification of existing residential areas occurs.

Clarity and certainty for Plan Users
7.

Given the impacts of the City Plan on public and private organisations and individuals it is
important that the City Plan provides clear and certain provisions for those who implement and
monitor the City Plan (internal users such as Environmental Planning and Monitoring) and for
external users (developers/builders/community groups).

Role of City and Infrastructure Planning Team
8.

The City and Infrastructure Planning Team are the team are responsible for the maintenance
and development of the City Plan, and ensuring that the City Plan meets RMA requirements and
national and regional policy direction as well as Council’s own policy directions.

9.

The City and Infrastructure Planning Team are part of the Growth and Infrastructure Group
reflecting the integrated nature of land use and infrastructure planning within the Council. The
team works across the organisation in tandem with staff who are both developing and delivering
Council Policy (e.g. Urban Strategy) and implementing it (Environmental Services Group).
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Changing/Reviewing a City Plan
10.

A City Plan is a constantly evolving document because it is required to facilitate future growth
demands and respond to changing/evolving resource management issues. This is recognised
and provided for in the RMA through the Plan Change Process that enables changes to the City
Plan.

11.

The RMA requires Council to work through a set statutory procedure and process to change its
Plan. Three different process pathways1 are available, all of which generally:
•
•
•
•

Provide for community involvement and consultation in the development of the
change;
Require detailed evaluations of the proposed change (does the change achieve the
purpose of the RMA, is it consistent with higher order documents, what are the
environmental, social, cultural and economic costs and benefits of the various options);
Require notification for submissions and further submissions and consideration of
these (including hearings);
Require the release of decisions (which depending on the pathway selected may be able
to be appealed to the Environment Court for reconsideration).

12.

Given the nature of the process and legal requirements, a plan change takes time to prepare
and process. The process requires Council to be certain that the change is robust and well
considered. This requires research and evaluations to be completed commensurate with the
complexity of issues.

13.

The time taken to complete a plan change therefore varies but a general minimum would be a
year to two years (excluding appeals). Costs also vary according to the complexity of the changes
and the size of the community affected.

14.

The City Plan needs to be appropriately resourced. Through the 2017/18 Annual Plan process
Elected Members supported additional resources to enable large urban planning projects to
proceed and provide additional RMA expertise. Recruitment of these positions is underway.

Update on current Plan Changes
15.

Since the majority of the City Plan became operative in 2013 two rounds of plan changes have
been undertaken. These progressed through the relevant council committee of the time (City
Vision, Strategy and Policy) to be notified and through Council for final adoption.

16.

These plan changes fall into two types:
•
•

1

Plan Changes which respond to operational and technical issues with implementation
of the Plan;
Strategic/policy issues that relate to changes arising from higher order documents
(e.g. National Policy Statements or Regional Policy Statements or Plans) or changes to
deal with resource management issues requiring such as growth and intensification.

See Appendix 2
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17.

As would be expected with a relatively “new” plan the majority of the plan changes to date have
been of the operational/technical type. The exception has been Plan Change 25 Wairakei Urban
Growth Area which altered the provisions of the Wairakei Residential Area to address changes
in the market and the impact of a number of Special Housing Areas.

18.

With city plan change matters now being within the scope of the City Transformation
Committee a schedule is provided outlining the progress of current plan (refer Appendix 1).

19.

Of the six Plan changes that had been publically notified by September 2016:
•
•

2 have been made operative (PC 16 Boundary Adjustments and PC 24 Wairakei
Stomwater);
4 have reached the notification of decisions stage and 3 of these are in the appeal period
(PC13 Signage, PC 14 Noise (Reverse sensitivity, KiwiRail Reverse Sensitivity Plan Area),
PC 25 Wairakei Urban Growth Area).

20.

There are a small number of plan changes that preliminary work had commenced on, which
have been on hold. The reasons for this vary from awaiting the passage of national legislation
to awaiting further information (as outlined in Appendix 1). Of these Plan Changes two are
recommended to be “closed” for the reasons set out in Appendix 1. The remaining Plan Change
issues will be progressed through wider project work such as the Compact City project (see
Appendix 1).

21.

At this point in time this completes the current “round” of plan changes.

Future City Plan Changes – Strategic and Legislative Changes
22.

The nature of plan changes in future years now shifts from operational/technical amendments
to strategic/policy lead changes particularly to responding to residential and commercial growth
both in greenfield (Te Tumu, Tauriko West) and brownfield areas (Compact City Project). These
plan changes combined would essentially result in the review of the residential and commercial
areas of the City and the addition of two new urban growth areas for the City.

23.

A further factor to consider is the recent amendments to the RMA (refer Appendix 2) which will
also require changes to the City Plan to address the new National Planning Standards. It is
anticipated that the Standards will set the form of, and in some cases content, of District Plans
nationwide.

24.

These standards will be mandatory for all plans. They are currently under development by the
Government (to be in place by 18 April 2019). Council will then have to amend the Plan within
1 year (by 18 April 2020) to give effect to the Standards. (Refer Appendix 2 for more information
on the National Planning Standards.)

25.

Legislation provides for this to occur through a streamlined plan change process but will still
result in additional workloads, the extent of which will depend on the content and requirements
of the final National Plan Standards. For example the development of mandatory standard
definitions for Home Occupation, Household/Household Unit, Minor Dwelling Unit, Visitor
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Accommodation may impact not just on the definitions section of the City Plan but also on the
all the provisions where the definition is referred to.
26.

In addition provision may be made for the insert of mandatory standardised plan content e.g.
in relation to national policy statements. This could also generate other changes to other
sections of the Plan to be consistent with such content.

Rolling Review of the City Plan
27.

The majority of the Tauranga City Plan was made operative in part in 2013. In accordance with
RMA requirements the provisions of the Plan must be reviewed every ten years. It is a statutory
requirement that the Council must initiate a review of the Plan by 2023.

28.

In addition to these strategic plan changes, operational and technical plan changes will continue
to address new issues arising and will be prioritised in consultation with the Environmental
Planning and Monitoring teams. These may either be addressed through standalone plan
changes or progressed as part of a review of particular chapters of the Plan (potentially as part
of a rolling review).

29.

Staff have identified that there is an opportunity to utilise the commencement of upcoming
Plan Changes to initiate an alternative approach to the review of the City Plan (with potential
efficiencies in process, workload and budget over a full review process).

30.

This would essentially consist of a series of plan changes that would review the entire Operative
Plan in sections from now until 2023 without having to initiate a full review process (with
staffing and budget implications).

31.

Staff are currently investigating the benefits and costs of this option including discussions with
planning staff of Councils who have already utilised such an approach. The outcomes of the
work will be reported to this committee for further discussion ahead of any recommendations
being made by staff in relation to the plan review process.

Significance and engagement
32.

Under the Significance and Engagement Policy 2014, this decision is of low significance as it
relates to development of a work programme for Council.

33.

Some of the issues addressed by individual processes may be considered to be significant and
these will be identified at the time the issue is considered by Council.

34.

Community engagement has and will be undertaken in accordance with Schedule 1 of the
Resource Management Act for all Plan Changes.

Next steps
35.

Council staff will progress the Plan Changes as outlined in Appendix 1. Council staff will provide
an update on Plan Change progress to City Transformation every 3 months.

36.

Staff will also report back to Council in respect of the statutory requirement to review the City
Plan every 10 years.
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No.
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A

Appendix 1 Plan Changes/Potential Plan Changes to the Operative City Plan – Update September
2017
Objective: ID: A8087328

B

Appendix 2 Resource Management Amendment Act 2017, Ministry for the Environment Website
Material.
Objective: ID: A8087420
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Appendix 1 Plan Changes/Potential Plan Changes to the Operative City Plan – Update September 2017
Plan Change

Category

Current stage of Process

Comment

Plan Change 12 – Transport Network

Operational /technical plan changes

Staff have advised that this potential plan change is no
longer required as discussions with NZTA have identified
that the alignment with NZTA Network provisions is not
possible for operational reasons.

Recommend that this Plan Change not proceed and that
Plan Change Number be retired.

Operational / technical plan changes

Decisions publically notified 7 August 2017.

Reported to Council 18 July 2017

Appeals Close 18 September 2017.

DC 151 (A8002327)

Decisions publically notified 7 August 2017.

Reported to Council 18 July 2017

Appeals Close 18 September 2017.

DC 151 (A8002327)

Operational / technical plan changes

Initial identification of issues with buildings associated
with Temporary Activities.

Proposed to hold and address as part of review of wider
Chapter of the Plan.

Operational / technical plan changes

Plan Change became operative on 8 October 2016.

Plan Change Complete

Potential Plan Changes Formally Advised under RMA September 2014

Plan Change 13 – Signage
Potential Plan Changes Formally Advised under RMA September 2014

Plan Change 14 – Noise

Operational / technical plan changes

Potential Plan Changes Formally Advised under RMA September 2014

Plan Change 15 – Temporary Activities
Potential Plan Changes Formally Advised under RMA September 2014

Plan Change 16 – Subdivision (Boundary
Adjustments)

Reported to Council 20 September 2016

Potential Plan Changes Formally Advised under RMA September 2014

Plan Change 18 – Tauriko Industry Zone

DC 254 (A7376332)

Operational/ technical plan changes

Decisions due to be reported to Council.

Operational / technical plan changes

Proposed to hold and address as part of review of wider
Chapter of the Plan.

Proposed to hold and address as part of review of wider
Chapter of the Plan.

Operational /technical plan changes

Awaiting confirmation of Council owned properties
involved.

On Hold

Operational /technical plan changes

Proposed to put on hold and address as part of
SmartGrowth Compact City project.

Proposed to put on hold and address as part of
SmartGrowth Compact City project

Potential Plan Changes Formally Advised under RMA September 2014

Plan Change 19 – Structures in the Current Erosion
Risk Zone (Coastal Hazard Erosion Plan Area)
Potential Plan Changes Formally Advised under RMA September 2014

Plan Change 20 – Property rezoning (Various)
Council owned properties
Potential Plan Changes Formally Advised under RMA September 2014

Plan Change 21 – Secondary Independent Dwelling
Units
Potential Plan Changes Formally Advised under RMA September 2014

Now may form part of the strategic/policy plan
changes

Plan Change 22 – Bureta Scheduled Site

Operational /technical plan changes

Initial identification of issues. Requires further staff
resource.

Recommend that this Plan Change not proceed (single
site issue can be addressed through resource consent
and cognisant that sale of site/potential development
options likely to have been based on the existing
provisions) and that Plan Change Number be retired.

Operational /technical plan changes

Awaiting national legislation change.

Still at pre notification stage.

Potential Plan Changes Formally Advised under RMA September 2014

Plan Change 23 Home based Childcare

Objective ID: A8087328
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Plan Change

Category

Current stage of Process

Comment

Plan Change 24 Wairakei Stormwater

Operational /technical plan changes

Plan Change became operative on 8 October 2016.

Plan Change Complete
Reported to Council 20 September 2016
DC 254 (A7376332)

Plan Change 25 Wairakei Urban Growth Area

Strategic/policy plan changes

Decisions Notified 12 August 2017

Reported to Council 27 July

Appeals close on 22 September 2017

DC 217 (A7362034)

Upcoming Plan Changes
Tauriko West Urban Growth Area

Strategic/policy plan changes

Structure Planning and development of planning
framework underway

Plan Change programmed to be notified mid 2018

Te Tumu Urban Growth Area

Strategic/policy plan changes

Structure and development of planning framework
underway

Plan Change programmed to be notified mid 2018

Stormwater Plan Change

Strategic/policy plan changes

Work yet to commence. Scheduled to begin in
2018/2019.

To align outcomes of stormwater modelling with City
Plan provisions to ensure appropriate development
controls are in place to manage flood risks.

Identified Resource Management Issues for further work
For example:
-

-

Operational /technical plan changes

Sediment control
Geotechnical Subdivision approval
Notable Trees

Issues have been identified and consideration is being
given to how they could be addressed. One option is to
make changes to the City Plan.

Technical Studies
Ohauiti/Welcome Bay Study

Study underway.

Reported to City Transformation Committee 6 June 2017
DC 58 (A7835378)
Potential for Plan Changes dependent on findings.

Rural Land Study

Study underway.

Reported to City Transformation Committee 6 June 2017
DC 95 (A7881416)
Potential for Plan Changes dependent on findings.

Compact City Project

Likely to lead to strategic/policy plan changes

Result of City Centre Zone review was a
recommendation accepted by City Transformation
Committee that no plan change was necessary for
residential intensification.

Reported to City Transformation Committee 6 June 2017
DC 90 (A7839259)
Refer M17/44.8 City Transformation Committee

Focus of the Compact City Project is turning to a review
of the City Living Zone and opportunities to enable
residential intensification in other areas.
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11.

Discussion of Late Items

12.

Public Excluded Session
Suggested Resolution
That it be Resolved
That the Audit, Finance, Risk & Monitoring Committee:
(a)

Exclude the public from the following parts of the proceedings of this meeting
as set out below.
The general subject of each matter to be considered while the public is
excluded, the reason for passing this resolution in relation to each matter,
and the specific grounds under Section 48(1) of the Local Government Official
Information & Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this resolution are as
follows:

General Subject of Each
Matter to be Considered
●

Confirmation of Minutes

Reason for Passing this
Resolution in Relation to
Each Matter

Ground(s) Under Section
48(1) for the Passing of this
Resolution

As noted in the relevant
minutes.

That the public conduct of the
relevant part of the
proceedings of the meeting
would be likely to result in the
disclosure of information for
which good reason for
withholding would exist.

13.

Workshop Session

13.1

Performance Venue (Open)

13.2

Tauranga Urban Strategy (Confidential)
Reason for Confidentiality:
●

To avoid prejudice to measures that prevent or mitigate material loss to
members of the public.

●

To enable the Council to carry out without prejudice or disadvantage,
commercial activities.

●

To prevent the disclosure or use of official information for improper gain or
improper advantage.
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